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In this study miniaturized physical models were used that consist of a base unit and two fluid mechanics cartridges in a

junior-level chemical engineering classroom (N = 38). The implementation was structured using Bloom’s taxonomy to

characterizemodes inwhich conceptswere presented and learned by the students and the learning evaluated froman ICAP

hypothesis (Interactive, Constructive, Active, Passive) perspective, Anderson’s Information Processing Theory, and

cognitive load theory. Pre-and post-tests in the form of quantitative assessments were administered after implementation

with a passive control group and an interactive group using physical models. Findings indicate the interactive group

achieved larger learning gains when paired with higher-level Bloom’s activities, with three assessment questions showing

statistical significance. These results indicate that interactive pedagogies linked with higher-level Bloom’s activities help

students store information in their long-term memory better than passive pedagogies. Additionally, results support the

ICAP hypothesis because the interactive sessions lead to higher learning gains than a passive session. Primary conclusions

are that students who engage in high interactivity concepts achieve learning gains when the instructional design is paired

with higher-level Bloom’s activities. Conversely, when students are presented with lower level concepts that have high

element interactivity they show no difference in learning gains at lower Bloom’s taxonomy levels. The collective evidence

supports a specific niche for the use of physical models in interactive environments where student learning of high

interactivity concepts is paired with higher-level Bloom’s activities.
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1. Introduction

Active learning has been extensively used within the

past few decades and found to be effective in the

engineering classroom, with applications consisting

of discussing a concept with fellow students [1] to

completely replacing lecture with interactive activ-

ities [2]. Active learning involves meaningful activ-

ities that allow students to think more about what
they are doing [3], and is considered by Felder as

‘‘anything course related that students are called

upon to do other than simply watching, listening or

taking notes’’ [4]. As implied this encompasses a

large number of activities, and the field can be

further delineated by type, dividing activities into

active, collaborative, cooperative, and problem

based learning [5–8]. Researchers have investigated
active learning and have devised different options,

which range from a 2–3 minute think-pair-share,

hands-on active learning where students interact

with a physical systemwhile discussing the meaning

of results expected and then observed [9, 10], colla-

borative learning where students work in small

groups [1], hands-on learning where students inter-

act with miniaturized equipment [11–14], and coop-
erative learning where students pursue common

goals or problem-based learning where larger

global problems are brought into the classroom

for student learning [15, 16]. Discovering where

these types of learning can best help students

achieve learning outcomes as defined by theAccred-

itation Board for Engineering and Technology [17]

is essential in developing future engineers that can
best serve society [18].

It is now well known that active learning strate-

gies aremore effective than traditional lecture and in

a meta-analysis of 225 studies, learning and exam

scores on average increased by 6% with alternative

learning methods and students in traditional lec-

tures were 1.5 times more likely to fail [19], but few

of these studies do a rigorous side-by-side analysis
tying activities to theory. According to Goodhew

from the Royal Academy of Engineering, lectures

are of little value and techniques like active learning,

a flipped classroom, teamwork, designing, building,

testing and concept questions will all aid in student

learning [20]. Clark, DiBaisio and Dixon used a

sophomore year active learning group project cur-

riculum aimed at increasing teamwork and profes-
sional skills, finding immediate gains by students
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andbetter performance in the junior and senior level

courses than a control group [21]. Yadav used a case

study versus traditional lecture implementation in

mechanical engineering, finding student attitudes

towards the case study were positive though there

was no statistically significant differences between
the two groups [16]. What is needed however is a

better understanding of the theoretical bases for the

approaches taken. Even if we seek to situate learn-

ing activities within higher Bloom’s levels, an exam-

ination of those activities and evaluation of how the

activities correlate with Chi’s ICAP hypothesis,

differentiating interactive, constructive, active and

passive student engagements, Information Proces-
sing andCognitiveLoadTheory (IPTandCLT)will

be insightful.

The approach taken in this paper is to contrast

learning gains associated with an interactive learn-

ing approach to those achieved during passive

lectures, and assess implementation strategies in

light of learning theory. In the interactive imple-

mentation miniaturized industrial systems, coined
desktop learning modules (DLMs), were used and

consist of a base unit and interchangeable cartridges

[11, 22–24]. The implementation was in a second

semester of a third year (junior) fluidmechanics and

heat transfer course and the learning assessments

were developed for a set of fluid mechanics princi-

ples, most of which were associated with persisting

misconceptions identified through a student inter-
view process presented in a preliminary study [25].

DLMs were leveraged to enhance learning through

visualization while offering different media, other

than lecture and notes written on a whiteboard, to

stimulate the processing of information. Learning

activities through worksheet guides were classified

according to Bloom’s taxonomy, and gains, specifi-

cally focused on fluid mechanics, were determined
through a series of pre- and post-test conceptual

questions posed to students [26, 27]. Conceptual

gains associated with physical model implementa-

tionwere investigated for learning effectiveness. The

findings for interactive versus passive learning

engagements are interpreted in light of our hypoth-

esis that the interactive groups with higher-level

Bloom’s activities will demonstrate larger learning

gains. We then refer to cognitive theory to support
our interpretations referring to Chi’s ICAP hypoth-

esis, Anderson’s Information Processing Theory

(IPT), and cognitive load theory. Finally, recom-

mendations from these reflections are made for

future use of interactive, hands-on learning envir-

onments.

2. Theoretical background

Our research team utilized Bloom’s taxonomy and

its theoretical underpinnings to inform the study

design. In assessing our results, we evaluated the

outcomes in light of Bloom’s taxonomy along with
those of the three foundational learning theories,

ICAP, IPT and cognitive load.

2.1 Bloom’s taxonomy

To differentiate the type of learning occurring when

assessing student outcomes, Bloom’s taxonomywas

paired with activities associated with the pre-/post-

test questions used to assess classroom learning

gains. The framework was developed in 1956 by a

consortium of educational psychologists who were
charged with creating a framework for differentiat-

ing thinking and learning levels. It has six levels,

originally categorized using nouns as descriptors

of learning type. Several years later Krathwohl

updated Bloom’s taxonomy and switched the

descriptions from nouns to verbs, which help edu-

cators identify actions required to accomplish learn-

ing objectives, and structure question-elicited
learning activities that better represent the indivi-

dual Bloom’s levels. This starts with the lowest

cognitive level of remember, followed hierarchically

by understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create.
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Table 1. Bloom’s taxonomy and descriptions, modified by Krathwohl [26]

Bloom’s Level Description Verbs for Activities

Remember Memory of material by reciting facts, terms, and basic concepts Define, describe, identify, label

Understand Demonstrating understanding of facts by comparing, contrasting, translating and
interpreting concepts

Comprehend, discuss, interpret

Apply Transference of conceptual understanding by solving problems in new situations Apply, construct, demonstrate

Analyze Identifying the fundamental concepts associated with physical phenomena, and
using these to make assumptions about a given system

Analyze, compare, contrast

Evaluate Constructing and defending a solution based on the evidence and criteria provided Assess, defend, justify, support

Create Combining information to formulate alternative solutions to a problem Compile, create, develop



These are presented in Table 1, with descriptions

that assisted us in the pairing of the types of learning

with the guided inquiry learning activities and the

questions on the pre-/post-tests used for assessing

learning gains [26, 28].

Bloom’s taxonomy has been extensively used
over the last half century to evaluate and character-

ize modes and types of learning [27, 29–31]. Addi-

tionally, it can serve as a tool for an instructor in

structuring course activities that enhance learning,

especially activities that cater to learning of items

that are of greater conceptual difficulty. It was

chosen here to categorize our questions because of

its validity in educational circles and because it is a
robust tool for enhancing the learning of more

complex concepts by situating the learning within

activities at the higher Bloom’s levels [4]. Previous

studies have used varied types of activities, but have

not used Bloom’s taxonomy as a differentiation tool

[32, 33]. Our assessment approach does this and

even goes beyond this by combining methods used

by Menske and Chi with Bloom’s taxonomy as a
tool to differentiate the type of cognitive processing

students are using in combination with the ICAP

hypothesis, and are further explained in light of IPT

and cognitive load theories.

2.2 ICAP hypothesis

To assess outcomes observed in this study we
evaluated the effectiveness retroactively of our

structure in light of the interactive, constructive,

active, and passive learning modes, known as the

ICAP hypothesis, which defines specific overt beha-

viors and tasks associatedwith learning [33]. Recog-

nizing that this hypothesis is the first structure

within the engineering education community that

differentiates between types of active learning on a
cognitive level shows howwell suited the hypothesis

is to describe student behavior and the associated

type of learning environment. This framework is

especially effective because assessing student cogni-

tive processes is difficult and it allows researchers to

implement assessment efforts that differentiate

between cognitive activities based on overt beha-

viors, which enables categorization of specific
engagement implementation types. These are out-

lined in Table 2.

The goal of this implementation is to structure

learning to facilitate learning gains for students, and

based on our understanding of learning theory, we

had designed the intervention to differentiate

between hands-onmodular learning and traditional

lecture engagements. However, in hindsight, Chi’s
ICAP better describes our implementation, with

interactive learning describing our hands-on

approach in the classroom. An interactive small

team environment gives students the opportunity

to construct new knowledge by challenging each

other within the context of the classroom activities,

exactly the type of environment we wish to create

with the hands-on intervention. Row 2 of Table 2

provides examples of how this was done in our

context.

2.3 Anderson’s information processing theory

Exploration into student understanding as they

enter the classroom indicates they do not have a

blank slate, or tabula rosa; instead prior experi-

ences, cognitive structures, and knowledge are

strongly held and students tend to be resistant to
revising their thinking [34, 35]. Thus, students enter

the classroom with preexisting structures built

within their brains which are influenced by past

experiences, beliefs, and knowledge encountered

over the course of his or her life [36]. Anderson’s

information processing theory postulates that

upon entering the classroom, students receive new

information, which is then translated to proposi-
tions (knowledge) in the working memory (WM).

This new information in the WM activates stored

propositions in the long-term memory (LTM),

which are then integrated with the propositions in

the WM and subsequently updated in the LTM.

The transition or storage of propositions fromWM

to LTM, however, is not always successful. Storage

problems occur when students do not have a basis
from which to build understanding or when cogni-

tive units do not transition through the WM into

LTM.

Three components help move improved proposi-

tions from the WM to LTM, meaningfulness,

organization, and elaboration. When material pre-

sented in the classroom contains these three com-

ponents, students are more successful in storing the
more accurate propositions introduced to the WM

[37, 38]. Additionally, it is critical that we recognize

there is a limitation tohowmuch information canbe

stored in WM at a given time, and the implementa-

tion needs to be designed to fill the WM with just a

few course concepts [39] as the capacity of WM is

between 3 and 4 ideas, depending on the learner.

Thus, the first 3–4 concepts the students encounter
in a class activity will fill their WM until they

transition them into LTM; concepts not transi-

tioned to the LTM are lost, and any new concepts

that do not enter the WM are never integrated and

may also be lost.

Anderson’s model consists of three types of

cognitive units: spatial images, textual data, and

propositions [40]; these are considered the most
basic units of knowledge or building blocks in a

network of information. These individual pieces of

information can function as connections and rela-

tions between larger networks of knowledge and

Implementing and Assessing Interactive Physical Models in the Fluid Mechanics Classroom 2503



may also include experiences or other stimuli [41].
As an example, the smell of chocolate chip cookies

may elicit a memory of your mother’s cooking and

eating cookies every day after school—this smell

stimulus was stored in your LTMand recalled when

the smell again met your senses. Each of these units

has a strength associated with them—more recalls

make the units stronger while fewer recalls make the

units weaker. If you had cookies every day after
school, this experience stored in LTM would be

very strong.However, if you had cookies once every

semester the memory would be much weaker. Simi-

larly, in engineering, students encounter differential

equations first in a differential equations math

course; they employ these skills routinely while

solving differential volume balances in subsequent

engineering classes. The cognitive units surround-
ing how to set up and solve differential equations

should be more robust in engineering students

because of the frequency of recall required in the

discipline [37, 41].

2.4 Cognitive load theory

Cognitive load theorywas developed in the 1980s by

Sweller, who sought to understand cognitive pro-

cesses and influence instructional design in light of

this understanding [42]. An important component

of this theory is intrinsic cognitive load, which is a

function of element interactivity within learning
processes. All concepts consist of elements, and

information varies based on the number of elements

andhowelements are connectedwithin content. For

example, when discussing a venturi meter, the con-

cept of flow velocity would have low element inter-

connectivity, because it can be understood and

learned independent of understanding the geometry

or function of a venturi meter. How velocity
changes through the meter, however, requires

much higher element interconnectivity. The learner

needs to understand how continuity, or the concept

of conservation of mass, influences average velocity

along the length of the meter as the flow conduit
changes diameter. This information needs to be

connected to an understanding of how velocity

relates to kinetic energy, and connected to how the

flow work, measured by the static pressure profile

along the meter, relates to kinetic energy through a

mechanical energy balance. Even the writing and

reading of the last three sentences requires consider-

able cognitive load. A key component in maintain-
ing a consistent intrinsic cognitive load is that the

number of elements does not exceed a maximum

number, between 7–10 units, when considering

instructional design [43]. In the present discussion,

this means that despite how an instructor seeks to

elicit conceptual understanding of how the velocity

changes through the venturi meter, that interactiv-

ity with, or impacts on, energy conservation as
depicted in the mechanical energy balance needs

to be presented to not add too many new elements

and overwhelm the learner; this can be achieved by

scaffolding complex units with visuals or examples

that make the information more intelligible.

Cognitive load is also unique because it informs

us how learners process information and move it

from WM to LTM. For people to process large
amounts of information, especially information

with high interactivity, they must call on their

LTM and use stored information with the new

information now present in the WM. For example,

if learners were asked to rearrange the letters in the

last sentence of this paragraph, most would be able

to do so. However, the use of LTM is employed in

the form of the alphabet through identification of
each letter, and linking the shape of the letters to

form words with associated meaning. This task,

without the help of LTM, would be too difficult

for the WM to process by interconnecting all the

individual components. Thus, instructional design

should engage the LTM to elicit higher cognitive

abilities, and not overwhelm the WM to the point

where cognitive overload occurs [44].
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Table 2. ICAP descriptions and definitions, modified from Chi and Wiley [33]

Interactive Constructive Active Passive

Cognitive Processes Co-construction of new
knowledge with
contributions fromtwoor
more parties;
Students build on each
other’s understanding

Construction of new
knowledge beyond what
is presented;
Repair or improve
existing knowledge

Recall existingknowledge
from LTM{

Store new information
directly, without
integration of older
stored concepts in LTM{

Activity Discussion between
students about
relationship between
pressure and velocity in a
venturi meter

Students draw a venturi
meter and describe the
energy transitions that
occur as fluid passes
through the throat

Take notes during lecture
on flow measurement
Respond to a professor’s
inquiry regarding a
problem

Listen to lecture on flow
measurement without
taking notes

{ Long-term memory.



3. Methods: assessment development and
implementation

3.1 Pre-/Post-test

The pre-/post-test for this implementation was
developed based on a series of interviews conducted

with chemical engineering students on their under-

standing of fluid mechanics as reported in previous

conference proceedings [22, 25]. The interviewswere

structured to determine persisting misconceptions

retained even after students had successfully com-

pleted the fluid mechanics course. The questions in

the interview protocol were also characterized
according toBloom’s taxonomy in terms ofwhether

students were asked to remember a basic fact or to

defend conceptually the physical phenomena being

observed. This informed the structure of the pre-/

post-test, with question formation structured

around those concepts that are important to include

in a fluid mechanics curriculum but are typically

missed by students taking the course. For example,
100%of the students answered a remember question

on flow regimes correctly while none of them

answered a remember question on the mechanical

energy balance correctly. The average score on an

analysis question for all students was 58%, while

several of the understanding and apply questions

were all answered correctly [22]. The interview

results were then used to focus our pre-/post-test
questions to target specificconceptsdifficult to learn.

3.2 Worksheets, reading assignments and

preparatory quizzes

When a course section had a hands-on implementa-

tion, worksheets were distributed to each student
when the class session started (further implementa-

tion discussion included in methods). This was

integrated as part of the structure to ensure students

attended to their tasks and completed the experi-

ments in their groups. Worksheet writing was

structured to incorporate interactive learning com-

ponents into the group discussion, with questions

prompting discussions aswell as requiring groups of
students to agree on a given question. Questions

specifically stated ‘‘discuss with your group’’ and

‘‘perform experiments together,’’ to overtly assert

that a behavior was essential during the implemen-

tation. Additionally, the exercises were worded to

communicate to students and encourage them to

challenge each other’s understanding if there was

disagreement on an idea. This was used with the
intention of creating a co-constructive learning

environment encouraging interactive learning.

The worksheets were developed in light of inter-

views with previous fluidmechanics students. Ques-

tions prompted transference of conceptual

information to which students were exposed,

through pre-assigned reading and mandatory sub-

mission of a preparatory quiz related to that read-

ing, into their WM. The preparatory quizzes were

critical, since there was no lecture for the DLM

associated activities, to provide each team member
with fundamental background fluid mechanics

information including terminology, familiarity

with mathematical models and relevant engineering

charts to serve as a basis for discussion centered on

worksheet prompts. These same concepts were then

linked to the DLMs through interactive exercises,

prompted by the worksheets, structured to mini-

mize the number of steps required to promote
learning at a given Bloom’s level. Enough informa-

tion was provided between steps to walk students

through activities in a logical manner [9].

3.3 Implementation

This study involved 38 chemical engineering stu-

dents atWashington State University, in the second

semester of their third year of study, who were

enrolled in a fluid mechanics and heat transfer
course. Students had previously taken transport

phenomena and material and energy balances. A

venturi meter and a hydraulic energy loss cartridge

were used where half the class was taught using a

worksheet to guide four teams of five students each

using a DLM venturi meter and the other half using

aworksheet to guide use of aDLMhydraulic energy

loss cartridge. The half not using a particular DLM
cartridge was taught by a passive pedagogy struc-

tured as a lecture and served as a control in each

case. The baseline for student knowledge was admi-

nistered at the beginning of the semester, whereby

all questions regarding the venturi and hydraulic

loss were answered with no student exposure to the

material. Additionally, all students received pre-

tests the class period before instruction and an extra
credit post-test the final week of the regular semester.

To facilitate this interactive environment, stu-

dents were placed in groups and given discussion-

oriented worksheets. The aim was to achieve both

an interactive environment and to address common

and persistent misconceptions related tomaterial to

be learned in the field of fluid mechanics. To keep

students who may not always participate engaged,
several TAs as well as the professor were present in

the room to askquestions, help student groupswork

through given problems, and prompt students who

appear to just be observing to participate in the

group discussion.

3.4 Materials

3.4.1 Equipment

The DLMs have been part of a 16-year effort to
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develop and implement modular hands-on learning

in the standard classroom in a non-laboratory,

interactive team discussion oriented learning

model [4, 11, 24, 45, 46]. While described in detail
elsewhere [23, 47] the DLMs have both base units

and cartridges; the base units consist of flow reser-

voirs with pumps, and pressure transducers, with

pressure readouts for accompanying 4� 8 in. snap-

in see-through cartridges. In this study a venturi

meter (Fig. 1) cartridge was used which consists of a

1/400 tube containing a venturi meter with a 3/1600

entrance length, entrance and exit slopes of 258 and
58, respectively, and pressure transducers connected
between taps at the entrance and throat, the

entrance and exit, and across the entire U-shaped

cartridge. Students observe the pressure loss over

the meter, as well as the pressure loss over the entire

length of the cartridge. The hydraulic energy loss

cartridge (Fig. 2) has straight sections and a 1808
bend over which pressure losses are measured.

3.4.2 Learning assessments

To implement the cartridges in the classroom,

complementary learning assessments are required.

The venturi and hydraulic loss activities had accom-

panying pre-tests, worksheets, and final assess-

ments. Worksheet results were not incorporated

into the experimental design as part of this analysis;

rather worksheets were designed to guide students

through an interactive learning process while per-
forming experiments with theDLMs. The following

list includes the list of assessments and activities

used to guide the learning.

(1) Pre-tests: The pre-test acted as a baseline for

understanding of venturi energy transition or

energy loss principles before the students
experienced the interactive learning or lecture

component of the study. Both the pre-test and

post-tests were used to probe whether fluid

mechanics principle misconceptions, discov-

ered in the interview analysis, were either

repaired or retained and includedother relevant

fluid concepts that students also need to learn as

part of the curriculum.

(2) Reading assignment and take home quizzes: All

students were required to come into both the

traditional lecture pedagogy and the hands-on

sessions having read a portion of the textbook
related to the discussion of the day and to have

completed a take home quiz. Take home quiz

questions focused on functions of the venturi

meter and hydraulic losses in piping systems

were used to ask the students to write the

mechanical energy balance and identify each

term in the equation.

(3) Worksheets: Worksheets were distributed to
each student when the hands-on class sessions

started, with the expectation that each group

would hand in one worksheet by the end of

class. This was implemented to ensure students

attended to the task and completed the experi-

ments in their groups. Worksheets were struc-

tured to incorporate interactive learning

components within the group, with questions
prompting discussions as well as requiring

groups of students to agree about a particular

answer. Tasks were structured to recall con-

cepts from the pre-test and take home quizzes.

It was communicated to students they should

challenge each other’s understanding if there

was disagreement; the intention was to create a

co-constructive learning environment. Exam-
ples of worksheet questions can be viewed in

Table 3.

(4) Post-test: The post-test was used to assess the

conceptual gains students achieved based on

either the passive lecture or interactive peda-

gogy. Tables 4 and 5 summarize concepts

categories, assessment questions used to probe

whether students demonstrated mastery of the
concepts, and the cognitive process dimension

associated with each question according to the

revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy [26].

Jacqueline K. Burgher et al.2506

Fig. 1.Venturi cartridge that allowsmeasurement of the pressure
drop readings over the cartridge from P1 to P4, from the entrance
of themeter, P2, to the throatP3, andover the entiremeter fromP2
to P4. Flow enters from the top left, continues through the U-
turn, and then exits just after the venturi meter located in the
bottom left-hand-side of the cartridge.

Fig. 2. Hydraulic energy loss cartridge with pressure drop read-
ings from the entrance, P1, to the exit, P4, and over the bend from
P2 to P3.



3.5 Procedure

The control pedagogy was designed to follow a

lecture-type approach, and can retrospectively be

characterized by Chi’s passive category according

to ICAP theory. The students sat in a 50-minute

lecture, where they were receiving new information

directly from the notes and lecture provided by the

professor. It was the students choice to take notes or

to listen, with some students more engaged than
others in the course material.

Each session with the DLM was designed to

target certain conceptual areas, with a summary of

the key concepts identified in Table 6. Students

started with the ME balance in every problem and

different questions allowed students to make

assumptions and simplify the ME balance accord-

ingly. The different DLM cartridges allowed stu-

dents to interact with various physical interfaces all

with the same base equation to offer more oppor-
tunities to strengthen their understanding.

3.6 Data analysis

Student pre-test and post-test answers were rated by

three of the co-authors, which consisted of a grad-

Implementing and Assessing Interactive Physical Models in the Fluid Mechanics Classroom 2507

Table 3.Worksheet questions/instructions used for the venturi and hydraulic loss topics

Venturi Worksheet Hydraulic loss Worksheet

1. Sketch the venturi meter from the cartridge with flow directions,
pipe and throat diameters, andpressure taps, and briefly describe
the experiment.

1. If the straight section and 1808 bend are the same length and
diameter which will have greater pressure loss? Why?

2. Record measured flow rates and corresponding differential
pressure readings.

2. Rank order the pressures, highest to lowest: P1, P2, P3, P4.

3. Reduce the ME Balance between points A & B assuming no
frictional losses.

3. What does�P/�mean physically?

4. Reduce the ME Balance between points A & C assuming no
frictional losses.

4. Reduce the ME balance for the system.

Table 4. Post-test questions for venturi cartridge with Bloom’s cognitive process dimension identified

Concept Venturi Cartridge Related Questions
Bloom’s
Characterization

Design 1. What is the purpose of a venturi meter? Remember (1)

Continuity /
ME balance

2. You want to derive a mathematical model to find the flow rate in a venturi meter
from �P measurements. What conservation principles (usually written as
equations) must you use?

Apply (3)

Continuity/Energy
transitions, e.g.,
flow work to kinetic
energy

3. Venturi meter analysis:
a. Draw a graph of the velocity vs. distance in the venturi meter.
b. Below that draw a graph of the pressure vs. distance in the meter.

Create (6)
Create (6)

Mass & energy
conservation

c. Compare and contrast the graphs of pressure and velocity vs. distance. Evaluate (5)

Energy transitions/
venturi design

d. What kindsof energy transitions are occurringas fluidflows fromPoint (A) to (B)
and then to (C).

Create (6)

Venturi meter design
& operation

e. Discuss the rationale for the steep entrance angle and gentle exit angle of the
venturi meter.

Understand (2)

f. Do your best to label pressure taps in the venturi below [students given reverse
figure].

Remember (1)

Flow meter
applications

4. What are the advantages and disadvantages considered in choosing between a
venturi meter and an orifice meter?

Analyze (4)

Hydraulic loss &
kinetic energy
correction

5. What does the venturi coefficient Cv account for? Evaluate (5)

Design/empirical
constants

6. How would you determine the venturi coefficient, Cv experimentally? Understand (2)

Hydraulic losses 7. How would this coefficient change for an orifice meter and why? Understand (2)

Hydraulic losses/
energy conservation

8. You have a U-shaped cartridge (diagram provided to students). Length L3 is
replaced by a venturi meter. When doing experiments you find �P1!4 is less than
�P between the venturi entrance and throat. Explain why this is the case.

Analyze (4)



uate student and two additional chemical engineer-
ing professors, with both professors having experi-

ence with recently teaching the fluid mechanics

course. The 10-point scale rubric shown in Table 7

was used to determine ratings; the approach was

developed in prior work by our group [12, 39]. We

begin by writing specific expectations in each of six

categories and offering a point spread from the

lower to top end of each category, per recommenda-
tions based on the work by Arter & McTighe [48];

e.g., in themediumcategory the point spread is from

4 to 6 where an explanation is related to funda-

mentals, but 25–50% of the explanation is in error.

Ratings were assigned by each person on the 3-

member team for 25% of the pre-test and post-tests,

normed using a convergent participation model to

establish inter-rater reliability [49, 50], and the
remaining 75% rated by the graduate RA (first

author). The rating criteria are typically developed

during the norming process [11, 51] that involved

three parts. First, participants gained experience in

use of the rubric by independently rating three full

sets of student responses to pre-test and post-test

assessment questions using the rubric. They then

came together and discussed why each assessment

question earned the number of points given, and, as
is typically done [24, 49, 52], converged on assigned

scores agreeing to within a reasonable predeter-

mined tolerance to within one point of each other

in our case. The raters then scored seven more

assessments and repeated the convergence proce-

dure. The norming procedure was effective going

from a sub-par 13–38% agreement before norming

to well above the 80% criteria acceptable in most
situations to inter-rater reliabilities of 87–95 which

is near or above the 90% level deemed acceptable

virtually by all researchers in the field [53].

The pre/post assessment responses were analyzed

using a MANCOVA (multi-analysis of covariance)

model with pre-test scores co-varied in the model to

account for any discrepancy in baseline perfor-

mance between the groups. IBM SPSS Software
was used to compute each of the respective means

and standard deviations for individual questions,

with results from the venturi and hydraulic loss

groups analyzed separately and with respect to

each question.

In addition to the MANCOVA results, effect

sizes, or difference between experimental (DLM)

and control (lecture) group mean scores divided by
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Table 6. Overview of concepts targeted within each DLM session

Key Concept DLM Session Coverage Lecture Coverage

Energy loss Fittings Adjusting flow rate and recording pressure drops
over 1808 bend, straight pipe

Descriptions of different types of fittings,
mathematical modeling of the fittings

Energy loss coefficient Adjusting flow rate and pressure drops Discussion of proportionality and linking Kf to
fittings

Venturi, Pressure Recording pressure drops from entrance to throat,
entrance to end, and over the entire length of pipe
containing the meter

Modifying the ME balance for the venturi meter;
describing how velocity changes along the length

Venturi, Velocity Changing flow rate in the DLM with venturi
cartridge

Simplifying the ME balance for the venturi meter;
describing how the pressure changes along the
length.

Table 5. Post-test questions for hydraulic loss cartridge with Bloom’s cognitive process dimension identified

Concept Hydraulic Loss Cartridge Related Questions
Bloom’s
Characterization

ME Balance 1. Write the full mechanical energy balance. Describe the type of energy modeled by
each term.

Analyze (4)

Hydraulic losses 2. Please describe the different possible types of friction in the hf term. Apply (3)

Energy losses
through fittings

3. What does Kf mean physically? Understand (2)
4. List ways to determineKf from data.What are the advantages and disadvantages of

each method?
Understand (2)

Pressure Loss
ME balance

5. a. How is �P determined experimentally? Create (6)
b. Let L2 = LP2!P3. In an experiment�P2! 3 and�P3! 4 are found. How would

you find the�P that is only caused by the 1808 bend and not the skin friction
between points 2 & 3? (Diagram of process given to students.)

Analyze (4)

c. Knowing (b) how could you find Kf,1808? Analyze (4)

Pressure losses d. In words how would you calculate �P1! 5 using mathematical models? Analyze (4)



the pooled standard deviation, were calculated for

each question and offer insight into the degree of

effectiveness of the interactive DLM pedagogy.

Cohen first discussed the importance of effect sizes

in the behavioral sciences, establishing a range of
effect size values that are significant [54]. The bench-

marks Cohen described were modified by Valentine

and Cooper to be more specific to the educational

discipline defining effect sizes greater than 0.8 as

large and greater than 0.5 asmoderate.An effect size

of 0.8 translates to eight tenths of a standard

deviation difference between the means for the two

groups [55]. For interpretive purposes an effect size
of 0.76 translates to 76% of the control group scores

being less than the average person in the experi-

mental group. To put effect size in perspective

Cohen describes an effect size of 0.8 as one which

is grossly perceptible such as the difference between

the average heights of 14 and 18 year old girls or

holders of a PhD and typical college freshmen [54].

Additionally, Cohen describes amoderate effect size
as being above a value of 0.5 [56].

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Venturi meter results

Ananalysis of the differences inmean scores onpre-/

post-test questions, as illustrated in the comparative
bar chart in Fig. 3 and statistics summary inTable 8,

provides evidence that the interactive DLM venturi

implementation is more effective in general at the

higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy, and equally

effective, or nearly so, at lower levels. Out of the

seven questions at level 4, Analyze, or above, four

have comparative statistics favoring the interactive

DLM implementation, while statistics for the other
3 shownodiscernable difference between themeans.

For example, questions 3a–c, two Create and one

Evaluate, have p-statistics below 0.05 and high or at

least moderate effect sizes, 1.73, 0.89 and 0.59,

respectively. Statistics for question 8, Analyze,

also imply an advantage for the interactive DLM

implementation with p < 0.1 and a medium effect

size, 0.73. Statistics for the remaining three ques-
tions at level 4 and above, questions 4, Analyze, 5,
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Table 7. Generalized rubric used to rate pre-/post-tests

0 points 1 point (Low) 3 5 points (Medium) 7 9 points (High)

No Answer Correct with no
explanation

Explanation is
strongly flawed

Explanation is
related
to fundamentals

Explanation relates
to fundamentals
strongly

Provides clear
explanation

or or or or or or

No Reasoning Correct/Incorrect
w/incorrect logic

50–75% critical
mistakes/incorrect

25–50% critical
mistakes/incorrect

25% critical
mistakes/incorrect

1 simple
mistake

Fig. 3.Comparison of the pre- and post-testMANCOVAmean scores and standard deviations for the venturimeter
assessment. (** = p < 0.05, * = p < 0.10; ^^ = high effect size, � > 0.8, ^ = moderate effect size, � > 0.5).



Evaluate, and 3d, Create, show no statistical differ-
ences, and only small effect sizes. Taken collectively,

data are in support of using the DLM at the higher

Bloom’s levels where results are either strongly in

favor of the implementation or where theDLM is at

least as effective as the passive approach, and there-

fore students appear to have a better chance, in

many instances, and at least an equal chance in

others, of learning at these higher Bloom’s levels as
they do in a passive lecture.

Further investigation of the pre/post mean scores

illustrate the learning at the lower levels of Bloom’s

taxonomy may slightly favor a passive pedagogical

implementation. For example, questions 3e, Under-

stand, and 2, Apply, show moderate effect sizes of

0.67 and 0.79, respectively, favoring the passive

pedagogy. While the mean scores for five of six of
the questions at the Apply level or below show

slightly higher scores favoring the passive pedago-

gical implementation, there is no statistical differ-

ence between them except on question 1 in the

Remember category that shows with p < 0.1 a

favoring of the passive pedagogy. Given the overall

statistics and that the two effect sizes favoring
passive learning are only moderate, we cannot

purport that there is a strong disadvantage in

using theDLMapproach even for relating concepts

learned through pedagogical approaches at the

lower levels of Bloom’s taxonomy.

4.2 Hydraulic loss results

Turning to the data for the hydraulic loss pre/post-

tests, MANCOVA results are displayed in Fig. 4
andTable 7. Froman initial review, it is clear that of

the seven questions on the assessment, the MAN-

COVA analysis did not show that any were statis-

tically significant to the p< 0.05 level. One question,

5a, on the hydraulic loss assessment yielded a large

effect size of 0.86, which is associated with the

highest Create level 6 in Bloom’s taxonomy. The

other six questions on the instrument fall in levels 1-
4 of Bloom’s taxonomy and all had effect sizes that

were below the moderate effect size thresholds, with

the next highest effect size of 0.36 on an Analyze

level 4 question.
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Table 8.Venturi results from theMANCOVAanalysis.Questions 3a, 3b, and 3c all show significantly better results in theDLMtreatment
(** = p < 0.05, * = p < 0.10. Questions 3a and 3c have large effect sizes, and questions 2, 3c, 3e, and 8 havemoderate effect sizes (^^ = high
effect size,�>0.8; ^ =moderate effect size,�>0.5). The double dagger (z) indicateswhichmeanwas higher for the question and italicized
numbers indicate important findings

Bloom’s Question Group P-value Effect Size, �

Remember (1) 1 Passivez 0.078* 0.34
Interactive DLM

Remember (1) 3f Passivez 0.78 0.044
Interactive DLM

Understand (2) 6 Passivez 0.94 0.13
Interactive DLM

Understand (2) 7 Passive 0.17 0.41
Interactive DLMz

Understand (2) 3e Passivez 0.97 0.67
^

Interactive DLM

Apply (3) 2 Passivez 0.58 0.79
^

Interactive DLM

Analyze (4) 4 Passivez 0.57 0.29
Interactive DLM

Analyze (4) 8 Passive 0.091* 0.73
^

Interactive DLMz

Evaluate (5) 5 Passivez 0.68 0.073
Interactive DLM

Evaluate (5) 3c Passive 0.026** 0.59
^

Interactive DLMz

Create (6) 3a Passive 0.025** 1.73
^^

Interactive DLMz

Create (6) 3b Passive 0.023** 0.89
^^

Interactive DLMz

Create (6) 3d Passivez 0.57 0.40
Interactive DLM



4.3 Discussion

What is of interest is how these findings align with
our working hypothesis, that the interactive groups

with higher level Bloom’s activities will demonstrate

larger learning gains, and whether results are con-

sistent with learning theory. To summarize pre- to

post-test results, the interactive physical venturi and

hydraulic loss model implementations versus

passive lecture, reveal higher learning gains, with

p < 0.05 and medium to large effect sizes in three
instances at the Evaluate andCreate levels, andwith

p < 0.1 and medium to large effect sizes in two

instances at the Analyze and Create levels of

Bloom’s taxonomy when using the physical

models.These findings align with the ICAP hypoth-

esis and as will be argued in this section are

supported by learning theory. Conversely however,

the venturi implementation supports, with p< 0.1 in
one instance and moderate effect sizes in two

instances, use of a passive pedagogy for answering

questions at the lower Remember, Understand and

Apply levels of Bloom’s taxonomy. We will again

rely on theory to offer explanations for these find-

ings.

To understand what may have occurred during

the intervention at the varying Bloom’s levels, we
can look in more detail at the venturi analysis. On

the questions that were statistically significant, the

misconception that was correctedwith the use of the

DLM relates to the pressure drop through the

length of the venturi meter. Students typically

think that the smaller diameter squeezes the fluid

and therefore pressure increases. In reality, the

velocity increases to accommodate the same mass
flowing through a smaller area and is a function of

the square of the inverse of the diameter ratio,

between the entrance and the throat, since the area

is a function of diameter squared for a circular

conduit. Because the total energy contained in the

fluid passing through a horizontally oriented ven-

turi is the sum of the kinetic energy, �v2=2, and the

flow work, P/�, as indicated physically by the

pressure since � is constant for an incompressible
fluid, the pressure instead drops precipitously with

the 4th power of the diameter as flow enters the

venturi throat. In the interactive DLM session,

students were immediately met with physical phe-

nomena that contradicted the typical misconcep-

tion, andhad to resolve the inconsistencyby relating

the physical observations to mass and energy con-

servation principles to create a valid understanding.
The assessment captured this phenomenon as indi-

cated by the difference between the cohorts, with the

DLM group showing improvements in answers to

the questions regarding the pressure and velocity

changes through the throat of themeter and regard-

ing the contrast between the plots all statistically

higher (p < 0.05) and with high and medium effect

sizes of 1.73, 0.89 and 0.59, respectively. Even
question 8 about why there is a very low pressure

drop over the entire venturi meter than through the

throat, designated as an Analyze, Bloom’s level 4,

learning activity relates strongly to the analysis just

presented and hence it is not surprising to see a p <

0.1 and medium effect size of 0.73.

Other learning gains for questions on the venturi

assessment at the lower Bloom’s taxonomy levels
with the passive cohort were somewhat unexpected

as they do not entirely align with this working

hypothesis, since there are moderate effect sizes

and one question nearly significant with a p < 0.1,

which imply higher learning gains, on some, not all,

of the lower level questions.While this finding is not

as strong statistically as the gains displayed by the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the pre-test and post-test MANCOVA mean scores and standard deviations on the
hydraulic loss assessment



interactive group on the higher-level Bloom’s ques-

tions, this intervention yielded a phenomenon that

we as researchers did not expect. An initial inter-

pretation indicates use of the interactive DLM

intervention paired with lower level Bloom’s taxon-

omy questions, may not aid in learning over a
passive pedagogy. However, it is important to

notice that these statistics actually start to delineate

the niche of the DLM in the engineering classroom.

The lower level information associated with the

Remember and Understand focus on vocabulary

and geometry. The Apply question, on which con-

servation principles are needed to understand the

venturi system, is classified as such because applica-
tion elements are inferred. In an interactive DLM

session, the students refer to the physical model to

answer these questions, and in a passive session the

students may refer to a textbook or photograph.

The differences between the two types of engage-

ment are not linked to any type of physical phenom-

ena; in both cases, students are referencing a model

to answer the questions. The concepts are rather
straightforward and the DLMs, while not detract-

ing from learning, may not provide significant

benefit because they do not demonstrate a real-

time experiment and display physical phenomena.

Closer examination of the statistical results on the

hydraulic loss assessment helps to further promote

use of the DLM in an interactive learning mode

within the classroom. The question with a high
effect size, 5a, where students were asked to identify

how to determine a pressure loss experimentally

requires students involved in the DLM activity to

examine the working parts of a functioning car-

tridge and assess not only how the device outputs

data, but also when variables such as flow rate are

manipulated how this affects output pressure drops.

Those in the passive learning environment were told

by the instructor during lecture how the pressure
losses are determined, i.e., with a differential pres-

sure transducer with tubing connected to pressure

taps at two locations. The passive pedagogy is used

to describe, in words, only the result from a single

input flow rate, and often such pedagogy merely

amounts to derivation of the equations needed to

model a system followed by a corresponding calcu-

lation, rather than actually showing the resulting
pressure drop and then having students discuss the

system mathematical model and resulting calcu-

lated values the model would produce. In lecture,

even if the calculation results are given there is little

time either to reflect on the meaning or to rapidly

manipulate the input flowrate to determine the

numerical impact on the answer. A high effect size

of 0.86 indicates a large difference between these two
groupswith the interactiveDLMcontributingmore

to student understanding of how to measure pres-

sure losses with equipment.

To offer further explanation for the findings, we

can draw on several psychological theories, includ-

ing Chi’s ICAP hypothesis, Anderson’s Informa-

tion Processing Theory (IPT) and cognitive load

theory. First, understanding the results between the
passive and interactive types of engagement in the

context of both ICAP and cognitive load to describe

element interactivity will further help describe how
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Table 9.Hydraulic loss results from the MANCOVAmodel. A total of 5 questions were on the assessment, and none showed statistical
significance between the two groups. Question 5a had a large effect size greater than 0.8. The z indicates which group had the higher mean
(^^ = high effect size, � > 0.8)

Bloom’s Question Group P-value Effect Size, �

Understand (2) 3 Passive 0.754 0.32
Interactive DLMz

Understand (2) 4 Passive 0.929 0.12
Interactive DLMz

Apply (3) 2 Passivez 0.709 0.25
Interactive DLM

Analyze (4) 1 Passivez 0.920 0.066
Interactive DLMz

Analyze (4) 5b Passive 0.717 0.36
Interactive DLM

Analyze (4) 5c Passivez 0.398 0.047
Interactive DLM

Analyze (4) 5d Passivez 0.332 0.079
Interactive DLM

Create (6) 5a Passive 0.174 0.86
^^

Interactive DLMz



the students work through the questions on the

assessments. In a passive type engagement, lower

level Bloom’s activities with few elements, i.e., lower

cognitive load, are first introduced, filling the WM.

Students are able to successfully process through

these elements and store them. As the passive
interventionmoves to higher level Bloom’s activities

with several elements and high interactivity between

those elements, i.e., higher cognitive load, students

use much more mental effort to process through

these concepts. Additionally, their WM has been

filled already with the lower level concepts asso-

ciated with lower level Bloom’s activities. Thus,

there is less processing space available when they
encounter the higher level concepts and they are

more likely to miss elements and element interactiv-

ity in constructing their understanding.

Furthermore, in an interactive intervention,

where students are encouraged to discuss each

question and challenge each other’s understanding,

another phenomenon occurs. When the lower level

concepts with few elements are discussed, perhaps
one or two sentences are presented and the group

moves forward. Little discussion surrounds these

lower level Bloom’s activities. As the session con-

tinues, however, the higher-level concepts are ripe

for more discussion, especially with the DLM pre-

sent.When a group encounters a larger pressure loss

through the venturi throat, as presented in the

display of the DLM, the group must make sense
of what they are observing. Several minutes are

spent explaining why this happens, reducing and

applying the mechanical energy and mass balance

equations, involving interacting elements and the

evaluative activity level on the Bloom’s scale. This

co-construction of knowledge characteristic of the

interactive environment facilitates learning gains, as

demonstrated with the quantitative results, because
the number of elements and element interactivity

allows students to better participate in the co-

construction of knowledge.

For our instructional design, the number of

elements associated with the lower levels of Bloom’s

is low and there is little interactivity between ele-

ments. Here, the number of cognitive units required

in the WM to learn these concepts is small. As we
move up Bloom’s taxonomy, however, not only

does the number of elements increase on each level

but the amount of interactivity between elements

also increases. The WM needed to process the

concepts possessing a large number of elements

that all interact is much greater than when proces-

sing ideas with a lower number of elements. In our

case, the number of elements and degree of WM
required to successfully answer how pressure

changes through the venturi requires an under-

standing of the mechanical energy balance and

continuity. We can surmise two reasons for the

learning gains at these higher Bloom’s levels. First,

it is because of the use of a physical 3D working

venturi model that continually allows students to

view a geometric image that does not have to be

stored in the WM. This reduces the number of
cognitive units needed to fully process the more

complex elements. At the same time the physical

image is more readily transferred into the LTM

along with the associated cognitive interactivity,

which will further enhance learning indicating this

instructional design all the more caters to higher

learning gains. Second, the encounter of a concept

with high interactivity, like how the pressure
changes through the venturi meter, engenders

more discussion because it involves the mechanical

energy balance including the interrelationship

between kinetic energy and flow work, and conti-

nuity which describes the relationship between the

cross sectional area in the meter and the velocity.

Because of the need for more discussion surround-

ing elements of high interactivity, the physical
model helps learners move through the lower level

concepts at a faster pace and spend time discussing

the more complex concepts with high interactivity.

Simultaneously, students are able to observe in real

time the physical phenomena surrounding these

concepts by interacting with a physical model.

CLT states this scaffolding in instructional design

help learners retain information, and that high
element interactivity requires more careful instruc-

tion because of the cognitive load placed on learner

brains. The findings presented support instructional

design with the use of the DLM physical models at

the higher-level Bloom’s activities.

Of course, explanation needs to be offered about

why passive instruction is equally effective as, or

perhaps marginally better than, interactive discus-
sion in promoting learning gains at the lower levels

of Bloom’s taxonomy. During passive sessions

students are taught facts (Remember), comprehend

ideas (Understand), and shown how to solve pro-

blems (Apply), all learned elements that fill their

WM to capacity. The key offering of CLT is how

students think about these lower level concepts

relative to the higher-level concepts. Because infor-
mation is presented in a linear way in the passive

session, creating connections between concepts and

forming a strong network is more difficult. How-

ever, students successfully store the lower level

concepts with few elements and element interactiv-

ity because this requires little mental capacity and

students can create separate nodes without linkages

to other concepts.
Understanding the assumptions that were

included in this study can help inform future

research as well as describe some limitations in
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this study. First, the number of questions at each

Bloom’s level varied with a maximum of four for

Analyze, while several of the levels had only one

question. Amore rigorous studywould have four to

five questions for every Bloom’s category, giving a

higher level of statistical rigor. Another assumption
was that the written materials coincide well with the

visual concepts presented in the physical models.

While we did our best to ensure alignment, students

interpret and connect ideas differently and depend-

ing on their preparation, learning styles and prior

knowledge, the activity may not have elicited the

desired connections.

To summarize, our discussion and associated
analysis of theDLM implementation offers support

to theoretical underpinnings of learning.Obviously,

the interactive realm associated with the team dis-

cussion oriented aspect of the DLM activities sup-

ports the ICAP hypothesis. With respect to IPT, the

WM transition to LTM is supported by the use of a

physical model and instructional design using

higher-level Bloom’s activities as the physical
model embodies many of the lower elements that

don’t need to be fully embedded in theWM.Finally,

CLT offers the pedagogical researcher understand-

ing about how a physical model is useful in reducing

the intrinsic cognitive load on learners by providing

scaffolding for learning elements of higher inter-

activity. Results from this preliminary study are in

support of using an interactive environment for
concepts possessing a high number of elements

and large interactivity, and a passive environment

when teaching students concepts with few elements

and low interactivity. Learning associated with

increasing numbers of elements and amount of

element interactivity, in the minds of the authors,

are generally associated with Bloom’s taxonomy

levels. Interactivity, WM transition to LTM, and
reduction of cognitive load, via visual and physical

scaffolding, can readily be promoted through use of

the physical model, and hence learning associated

with the higher Bloom’s levels is differentially pro-

moted over passive lecture. Further work investi-

gating this finding is needed, with emphasis on

number of elements above or below theWMthresh-

old of 7-10 cognitive units, element interactivity,
and the type of engagement that best pairs with

student learning at the varying levels of Bloom’s

taxonomy.

5. Conclusions

The results of this study inform future implementa-
tions of physical models within the classroom.

Because the findings show interactive learning

environments with higher learning gains and

medium to large effect sizes at the higher levels of

Bloom’s taxonomy than the passive learning envir-

onments, physical models should be combined with

interactive environments at the higher levels of

Bloom’s taxonomy. For learning at the lower

levels of Bloom’s taxonomy, with fewer elements

and less element interactivity, evidence shows con-
ceptual gains are equal statistically with or without

the physical model. Therefore, it may still be bene-

ficial to use physical models for learning at the lower

levels of Bloom’s taxonomy especially when it is

desired to allow students to see how the systems

actually work, and when additional learning activ-

ities at the higher levels are also present. More

research is needed to investigate different concepts
and the number of elements, element interactivity,

and how this links to the type of engagement best

suited for varied implementations of physical

models.
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